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Paul Ausbeck 

c/o Roseburg BLM 

777 NW Garden Valley BLVD. 

Roseburg, OR 97471 

Re: 1792 (OR100) 


Roseburg District Secretariai Demonstration Pilot Project-. 


DOI-BLM-OR-ROS0-2011-0006-EA 


Dear Mr. Ausbeck, 

Please find this correspondence in response for public comment in regards to your proposed Secretarial 

Pilot Project in the greater Deadman/Cavitt region of the South River Resource Area. 

The Douglas Forest Protective Association would like to encourage the__ BLM to move forward with the 

 -Planned tiarve5t5;ilutindoing 5o; incorpor<lte significant mitigating measuresiii slash treatm'erits that 

would enable fire fighting agencies such as ourselves the ability to suppress fires safely and moreover, 

maximize our ability to protect neighboring private. lands from wildfire. 

Treatments at a very minimum should include, but not be limited to, the disposal of all slash no less than 

200 feet on each side of the main 29-2-32 and 28-3-26.2 roads. These roads are of critical importance in 

our multi-agency border strategies concept. Additionally, this 200 foot slash free buffer should also be 

utilized on any secondary roads constructed or opened to access proposed units. After harvest, our 

recommendatio-n i~to keep all_accessopen and maintained. If there is a need to restrict the public 

access to·-~ertain areas, we ,;;,ou.ld-reluctantly recilmmend ~gate be erected. A gate unfortunately would 
. . . ·.· ."-, ' ' 
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delay emergency responders, but not deny vital access to otherwise inaccessible areas, which as we all 


know lead to disastrous and devastating fires. 


The border strategies concept is a collaborative effort bringing together federal and private land 

managers endeavoring to minimize catastrophic fires from occurring and spreading along the common 

border with the Umpqua National Forest. Utilizing existing roads are essential in providing adequate fuel 

breaks. Having these roads maintained and free of slash not only act as fuel breaks, but also allows for 

safe and efficient ingress and egress of suppression crews responding to fire emergencies. 

Should you have any questions, comments, or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 


mthornton@odf.state.or.us or 541-672-6507. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

~· ;t'r;£~ C, 

Melvin L. Thornton 


District Manager 
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